
PARQUET APPLICATION
GUIDE



BEFORE APPLICATION

Tools that every master builder should have in his tool kit as a minimum



BEFORE APPLICATION

The products are transported to the parquet flooring area 48 hours in advance. The products are accustomed to the moisture in the environment. It is 
recommended to use aluminum foil underlay PELİ AQUA STOP, which has moisture barrier property, in new constructions or places where new 

screed application is applied. Problems caused by moisture that occur when not in use are not covered by the warranty.
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BEFORE APPLICATION

Floor control is made with a 2 meter gauge and water balance. Deviation at a distance of 1 meter should not exceed ± 3 mm. 



BEFORE APPLICATION

Floor moisture is checked. Humidity rate on the floor should not exceed 20%In cases with humidity rate above 20%,
it is recommended to wait for the floor to dry and the humidity rate to decrease.



BEFORE APPLICATION

In areas with floor heating, the user is warned not to exceed 28 °C at the first start of the heating system.



APPLICATION

The PELİ ALJQA STOP aluminum foil underlay, which has a moisture barrier feature, should be folded up from the wall (6-8 cm)
at the height of the baseboard to be used. This method of application also protects the baseboard against moisture

coming from the wall.



APPLICATION

A underlay is laid on the floor first. A high level barrier against moisture that may come from the floor is created by tapping
the joints with the 5 cm wide aluminum foiled tape included in the PELI AQUA STOP underlay box.



APPLICATION

When starting the first row, the male lock side of the panel is machined off with the machine.



APPLICATION

The panel in the first row is moved away from the wall both at the head and the side by using min. 16 mm wedges.
Otherwise, the distance between the wall and the panels closer than 16 mm to the wall may close due to the work caused

by the relative humidity of the air.



APPLICATION

After the first panel is edged to the wall, the head lock system of the second panel is mounted at 45°.



APPLICATION

While attaching the last piece of each row, a gap is always left at an equal distance from the wall.
* Pay attention to the slip fitting with a minimum of 40 cm when the flooring of 2nd row starts.



APPLICATION

The difficulties encountered, especially when installing the last piece, are made much easier in parquets with UNIFIT lock system
(head-end sealed locking system).The head lock system of the panel, which is attached at an angle of 45 °C from the side, is pressed

from the top until the "click" sound is heard after being edged to the second panel.



APPLICATION

The lower part of the door-frame jambs is cut off with a hand saw to get a better appearance.



APPLICATION

At the end of the application, transition profiles are attached to the joints when moving from the parquet to the other floor materials.



POST APPLICATION



POST APPLICATION

The floor is cleaned of coarse dust with a vacuum cleaner or a brush.



POST APPLICATION

The floor is cleaned with a well-wrung damp cloth. Chemical cleaning agents must not be added to the cleaning water.
It is recommended to use soft soap.



POST APPLICATION

Felt is attached to the feet of the furniture to protect the parquet.




